Natural history of ventriculostomy-related infection under appropriate treatment and risk factors of poor outcome: a retrospective study.
OBJECTIVEThe authors aimed to describe the natural history of ventriculostomy-related infections (VRIs) under appropriate treatment and to assess risk factors for poor outcome.METHODSAll patients older than 18 years in whom an external ventricular drain (EVD) had been implanted and who had developed a VRI requiring treatment were included in this retrospective study. D0 was defined as the first day of antibiotic administration. Clinical and biological parameters were compared each day beginning with D1 and ending with D10 to those of D0. The authors defined D0 in a control group as the day a CSF culture came back positive, without any sign of infection. The authors then searched for poor prognostic factors in the VRI group.RESULTSAmong 567 patients requiring an EVD between January 2007 and October 2017, 39 developed a VRI. Most were monomicrobial infections, and 47 microbes were responsible (45% were gram-positive cocci). Clinical parameters differed significantly from the control group during the first 2 days and then returned to baseline. The CSF parameters differed significantly from the control group for a longer period, returning to baseline after 5 days. CSF sterilization occurred in a median time of 2 days. An intrathecal route or EVD exchange was not associated with a poor outcome. No clinical or biological parameter between D3 and D5 was linked to outcome.CONCLUSIONSClinical status improved faster than CSF parameters (before and after D5, respectively). Some CSF parameters remained abnormal until D10. Body temperature and microbiological cultures normalized faster than other parameters.